Online Submission in regards to the ‘ Consultation: Options for the future regulation of ‘low risk’
products’

To whom it may concern,
I have grown up with homeopathy in my life since my mother discovered it through researching
ways to help my older brother with autism. It saved his future as it allowed him to have a much
more ‘normal’ life, and hence he is now fully independent and secure with a job.
My childhood was difficult due to the autism but with the aid of homeopathy, my brother’s
behavioral problems eased away. Homeopathy also saved my relationship with my brother.
Without it, his behavior would have continued to stop us from getting close.
Homeopathy is a medicine that works. I use it regularly on my horse and on myself and I have
seen the results first hand. All my life I have suffered from severe headaches. Conventional
medicine has never helped, it was always a ‘band-aid’ and my headaches would always return,
the same with cold sores. With homeopathy, all of this changed. I no longer suffer from either
of these. And these are just two examples, of the many that I have.
There are scientific studies behind it, countless success stories, no side-effects. Why take away
the free choice that Australians have over their bodies? This is meant to be a country where we
have the freedom to express our beliefs, concerns and freedom over our own bodies. Why is
this being taken away?
I’ve worked closely with homeopathy for nearly a year now and I know the difference between
something fraudulent and something honest, pure, and reliable. Take away a medicine that has
no side effects and heals people at the deepest roots of themselves, take away our freedom,
and it will be sending a very bad message about what it means to be a human being living in
Australia (a DEVELOPED country).
Homeopathy should be left alone the way it is. Or even made easier to access. Our health is our
choice. No one has the right to dictate what we eat, what we drink, or how we heal our own
bodies. Just look to all the other countries who strongly support homeopathy. You can’t deny
it’s truth if you open your eyes to it.
Yours sincerely,

